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TRIBUTE

EUGENE WU
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made possible
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chinese studies
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chinese studies
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producing
research guide contemporary china 4 research
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new funding
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your role planning
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library workshop conducted szechuan
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chinese university hong kong
united
resourcessand
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resource
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information

history remembers leaders

accomplishments
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expressions
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ideals
your achievements
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others
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farewell speech
eugene wu
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great honor follow ed beal
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beat
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east
librarian
exact first
long time 46 years
then
benching library
harvard yenching
asian collection
hoover institution
development east asian libraries north america
harvard my service coincided
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growth CEAL
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functioned
how CEAL
fifty years
developed
predecessor bodies
effectively guiding
development
you know 1I

CEAL meetings
held someones
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fax eemail
CEAL committees
mail
LC cataloging rules
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CEAL
initiation
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publication
materials center taipei
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development east asian libraries north
bulletin etc
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difficult imagine where
today without
america
receiving
like pay tribute
leadership
award 1I
provided CEAL
benefit our field people like kaiming chiu ed
hard
labored long
those
warren tsuneishi just name few
beal TH tsien raymond nunn dick howard

come long way
room AAS meetings
done
lot work

days

changed funding pattern recent years
latter
advent automation
responsible
especially regarding japanese library resources CEAL
longer
east asian libraries north america RLG
east asian
do
everything
OCLC CJK users group
national
studies advisory group OCLC
acquisition
consortia
coordinating committee
japanese library resources
several consortial
own constituencies
each these groups
chinese japanese
korean materials
importance CEAL
east asian
do
reduce
national organization
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libraries CEAL still ideally suited lead
national discourse
facing east asian libraries
help reach national consensus

many
how best

problems
approach them

pincin
question
case point
recent discussion pinyin
brought forth
should continue use romanization
pinyin
pincin discussion whether
given
CJK scripts
paramount importance better
technological advances dealing
libraries east asia
do
easier communication
use romanization CEAL
should begin making
question
recent discussions
examination
upgrading
EACC code
authority file
incorporation CJK scripts
Uni code
matters
unicode
important role play
discussions
CEAL
national concern
increasing availability electronic resources CJK languages
acquisition
our
national perspective
libraries poses another problem
best
dealt
cost effective way achieve proper balance
limited financial resources what
electronic resources
our libraries should national consortium
between print materials
sharing
collecting
consortia
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formed
cons ortia
resources
costs
asked mount these resources
databases
pass
OCLC
should RLG
OCLC CJK users group
costs
already begun discussions
user libraries
problems involving electronic resources
OCLC
question
undoubtedly become
help articulate national vision
opportunities
future CEAL
complex
new challenge
run ahead our understanding them
presented
need
do
end
want make sure
wrong place
move quickly
success
japan documentation center LC
reischauer institute
japanese
recently
need
studies harvard
university pittsburgh suggests
centers
take
lead exploring
issues involved
chinese
korean studies well CEAL
establishing them
question preservation traditional CJK publications
similarly
stitch bound
conservatory
cannot provided
conserva
format require special treatment
conservators
tors trained dealing
CEAL seek financial support
western language materials might
possible
east asia conduct workshops
country train
expert book conservator
invite
rudiments conserving CJK materials
least
our own people
question training east asian librarians while great deal
job
training takes place individual libraries especially regarding
application technology
east asian libraries lack systematic training program
those entering our field
program
academic side east asian studies maintains
continuing education
vigor
training
east asian libraries do
financial support
phd students often
system
many years ago
ajoint phd program between
university chicago instituted joint
library
program though quite successful
east asian studies department
school
now
demise
library school
retirement oath
longdefunct
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term health east asian libraries CEAL might want explore
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do
programs CEAL
CEAL
point
think
doubt
you
body
librarians
best
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development
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even
next 50 years
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